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GUSEK is a standalone executable that combines the SCIntilla based Text Editor (SciTE) editor plus the lin-
ear/integer programming solver GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK). An editor is a program that lets you write,
modify, and save text files. Both SciTE and GLPK are open source and are free. The solver GLPK can read a math
programming language called mathprog, which is a subset of AMPL. A math programming language is intended to be
used for optimization models such as linear and integer programs. This document will describe the basics of how to
write and solve linear programs in mathprog using GUSEK.

• Basic commands
##a pound sign makes the whole line a comment

var varname [>= 0];

max[imize] objname: (formula);

[subject to] constname: (equation/inequality);

Note that things in brackets are optional. I.e., the [>= 0] is optional. If you include it, the variable is constrained
to be nonnegative. Also, the objective sense can be abbreviated to just max or min, as you do not need to write
out maximize or minimize. You do need to write out maximize and minimize. Finally, subject to may be
replaced with subj to or omitted entirely.

Here is an example,
##here is a very small program

var x >= 0;

var y; # y is not nonnegative

min sumxy: x + y;

##one way of writing a constraint

subject to first: x + 3*y >= 10;

##another way of writing a constraint

subj to second: 2*x - y <= 4;

##a third way of writing a constraint

third: 4*x + 3*y = 30;

• Some coding tips:

– A semicolon MUST end every non-comment line

– Names for variables, objectives, and constraints are required, cannot have spaces, and cannot repeat.

• Solving your program: Complete the following steps to solve your optimization model in GUSEK.

1. Save your file with a .mod extension.

2. Click on the menu item Tools->Go to solve your model.

In order to see the solution, you should have the option Tools->Generate Output on the Fly selected. Also,
a helpful shortcut is the function-5 (F5) key which is a shortcut key for the Tools-Go menu command.

• Handing in your work. After you finish a coding assignment, you should save your work to your Google Drive
folder, lastname sa305, in the subdirectory handin where Lastname is your last name. So my folder would
be called phillips sa305. Let me know if you do not know how to make Google Drive folders. Your coding file
should be named, lastname f.exercise number.mod where lastname is your last name, f is your first initial,
and exercise number is the exercise number. So, my code file for exercise 2.3 would be called phillips d.2.3.mod.
Please keep in mind the following.

1. Not following the naming convention for your Google Drive folder or the filename will result
in your code not being graded.

2. Your code must run without syntax errors or else it will not be graded.
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For the latter point, please email me if you cannot get your code to compile and run. See the next point on
emailing me code in this situation.

• Getting my help. I heartily encourage you to contact me if you cannot get your code to run. Please try to
resolve the bug yourself for a few minutes but do not spend longer then 10 minutes looking for a syntax error.
Instead, email me your code. I will respond with a bug fix. If you don’t hear from me within 24 hours, email
me again.

• Lastly, be bold! Even if you have not programmed before, jump in and try it – you cannot “break” anything.
If you are still nervous about the coding contact me and I will walk you through the coding.
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